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K Y B E R N E T I K A - VOLUME 25 (1988), NUMBER 4 
ESTIMATION OF CONTAMINATION LEVEL 
IN MODEL OF CONTAMINACY 
WITH GENERAL NEIGHBOURHOODS 
JAN AMOS VISEK 
Strongly consistent estimator of contamination level in the model of contaminacy combining 
the Huber model and the model with total-variation-neighbourhoods is proposed. Order of con-
vergence is established, too. Numerical example is included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is intuitively clear that any study aiming to produce a robust statistical pro-
cedure assumes more or less explicitly presence of a contamination of data. However 
what is even more important is the fact that the user is forced at any practical ap-
plication of robust procedure to express, at least in a vague way, his or her idea 
about the level of contamination (for some examples see Visek [3]). And at this 
moment not having any estimator of contamination level one may "overestimate" 
and obtain less efficient procedures than is an optimal one or to "underestimate" 
it. Then the probabilistic characteristics of the procedure could be (and usually are) 
rather different from the assumed ones. Let us give examples of the both cases. 
Let us consider simple situation when testing, in the framework of i.i.d. model, 
a simple hypothesis H0: P = P0 against an alternative Hx: P = Px under presence 
of contaminacy, i.e. we test 
*OAS =F {Q: Q e 41, | |e - (1 - s0AS) P0 - e0ASH0l < 50AS; H0 e M} 
against 
*IAS = {Q- 2 e M , ||e - (1 - e1AS)Px - eiASHx\\ < dlAS;HxeM} 
where M is the set of all probability measures over an appropriate measurable space, 
say (X% st\ and eoAS ^ 0, sXAS ^ 0, S0AS = 0, SXAS i> 0, 0 < eaAS + 50AS < 1, 
0 < eXAS + SiAS < 1. (Index " A S " points out that the hypotheses were established 
under our assumption about the level of contamination which we had expressed 
by assigning values e0AS, e1AS, SQis and S1AS to contamination parameters.) Let us 
assume in what follows that the sample size is fixed and denote by /?(a) the second 
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kind error probabilities of the most powerful test of the level a (a e (0, 1)). Then 
we have 
M « ) = i n f sup (1 - #•>(<:)), 
Ce<SAS(ac) QeHiAS 
where 
%AS(a) = {Ce j /
( n ) : sup Q(n)(C) = a} . 
QZHOAS 
Under mild conditions (see Rieder [2]) there is a pair (Q0, Qx) e H0AS x H1AS 
such that for any a e (0, 1) there is a Ca e J / such that Q0(Ca) = a and 1 — Q^Ca) = 
= PAS^)- Let us denote the class of these sets for all a e (0, 1) by i , i.e. 
* = {Cae «J*): Q0(Q = a, 1 - Qt(Ca) = /3xs(a), a e (0, 1)} . 
Now let us suppose that our assumption about the contamination level was wrong 
and that the true level of contamination is given by the parameters s0AC = P0AS + T0, 
SIAC = SIAS + *i, < W = &OAS + £o and d1AC = S1AS + c f . Denoting for i = 0 
and 1 
*uc = {Q- lie ~ (1 - euc) Pt - siACHt\\ = diAC; Ht e M} 
("AC" again emphasizes that this level is actual) and for any a e (0, 1) 
£a = {CzS: sup Q
in)(C) = a } , 
QeffoAC 
we have for the actual second kind error probability of our tests (constructed for 
the assumed values siAS and SiAS) 
PAC(a) = inf sup (1 - 0<»>(C)). 
CeSx QeHt 
But if we had known this actual level we would have constructed an optimal test 
for it and we would have attained the second kind error probability 
M ° 0 = ^f sup (1 - Q(->(C)) 
Ce<$AT{a) QeHiAC 
where again 
%AT(<x) = ( C e ^
w : sup Q(n)(C) ^ a} . 
QEHOAC 
Examples below offer possibility to create an idea about relations among these 
three curves, namely pAS(oi), PAC(oi) and PAT(U) (as functions of a). In all examples 
the sample size was 40. The pairs of probability measures P0 and Px and the values 
of contamination level parameters for which the corresponding values of /3's were 
evaluated are described under every figure. 
It seems the just presented examples hint that if we can estimate the contamination 
level it might be a help for practical application of robust procedures. The rest of 
this paper is a modest attempt to make a very first step in this area. In the second 
section we give notation, in the third one a definition of contamination level is pro-
posed, the fourth section contains a characterization of this level and the last one 
brings a (strongly) consistent estimator of it. 
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Fig. 1. The assumed (- -), the actual (- —) and the attainable (-_ -) dependence 
of the second kind error probabilities on the first kind errors for P0 = Лҷo, 1). Bt = ЛTL1), 
SІAS = ^ðiAS = -05 and єІAC = 2ðІAC = -03. 
Fig. 2. The assumed (- -), the actual (- —) and the attainable (- .—) dependence 
of the second kind error probabilities on the first kind errors for P0 = Ж(o, 1), Pt = ЛTL 1), 
ЄІAS = 2ðІAS = -03 and єІAC = 2ðІAC = -05. 
Fig. 3. The assumed, the actual and the attainable dependence of the second kind error prob­
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Fig. 4. The assumed, the actual and the attainable dependence of the second kind error prob­
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Fig. 5. The assumed, the actual and the attainable dependence of the second kind error prob­
abilities on the first kind errors for P0 equal to Weibull distribution with c = 1 and p = 3, 
Pi — Weibull with c = 2, p = 3, siAS = 2diAS = -05 and siAC = 2SiAC = -03. 
Fig. 6. The assumed, the actual and the attainable dependence of the second kind error prob­
abilities on the first kind errors for P0 equal to Weibull distribution with c = 1 and p — 3, 
Px - Weibull with c = 2, p = 3, siAS = 2diAS = -03 and siAC = 28iAC = -05. 
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2. NOTATION 
Let N be the set of all positive integers, R the real line, R+ its positive part and 
(3C, $f) a measurable space. Let us denote by M the set of all probability measures 
on (3C, $/), and for any o--finite measure p. on (3C, $/) let 0*^ denote the set of all 
probability measures on (3C, $f) which are absolutely continuous with respect to p.. 
Then for any probability measure from 0^ — denoted by a capital letter, say H — 
denote by a small letter with index p — in our case h^ — a version of its density 
with respect to /*. 
In the rest of paper we shall consider a fixed pair Q and P from M and we 
shall choose and fix a finite measure v such that Q and P are absolutely continuous 
with respect to it. For the densities qv and pv we write only q and p since it cannot 
cause any confusions. It will be convenient to have also a notation for the following 
sets: 
For any s e [0, 1] put 
S£ = { x e f : ( l - f i ) p(x) > q(x)} 
and for any p such that v <̂  p and ffe^ 
Se(K) = {x e 3T: (1 - s) pjjc) + e h^x) > q^x)} . 
(The sets Se(h^) may differ according to the given versions of p^, q^ and h^. As they 
will be used as an integration region, it cannot cause any difficulty.) 
In accordance with commonly used notation, for any A e 3C let us denote by Ac 
the complement of A with respect to 3C. Finally, denote by j|H — K|| the total varia-
tion of any pair of measures H,Ke M. 
3. DEFINITION OF CONTAMINATION LEVEL 
To be able to give a meaningful definition of contamination level we have to 
impose conditions on the function which will be used to reach a balance between 
e and 5. 
Definition 1. Let w(x, y): [0, l ] 2 -> R be a continuous mapping such that for any 
x0 G (0, 1] and y0 e (0, 1] the following conditions are fulfilled. 
(i) The function w(Xx0, (1 — X) y0) is a convex function of X e [0, 1] and there is 
a unique X0 e (0, l) such that 
vv(A0x0, (1 - X0) y0) = min w(Xx0, (l - X) y0) . 
(ii) The function w(Xx0, Xy0) is nondecreasing in X e [0, min {l/x0, 1/Yo}]-
Then the mapping w(x, y) will be called the regular weight function. 
To see that the next definition is not empty we shall need the following lemmas. 
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Lemma 1. For any £ f , X e ^ we have 
||H - K|| = k^ : M x ) ,M*)> [*,(*) "
 k>(X)] d" ' 
The proof is transparent and will be omitted. 
Lemma 2. For any s e [0,1] and p. such that P 4 V and Q 4 /«there is a probability 
measure He e SP^ such that 
K(x) = 1/8 {q,(x) - (1 - £) ^(x)} for x e {qM(x) = (l - e) ^(x)} 
and 
/J£(X) = 0 elsewhere . 
Proof. Since 
taia -.>*) {«..(*) - (! - fi) -V(*)} d/* -
= fi + k,<d-e)P,} {(- - 8)PJ*) ~ «*•(*)} ^ 
we have 
Vfi k « i -8)P,}{«,W " •(- - fi) -V(*)} <M ^ 1 
and the existence of H£ follows. D 
Lemma 3. We have for any e e [0, 1] 
inf ||(1 -8)P + eH-Q\\ = k {(1 -
 fi) P(X) " *(*)} dv , 
H 
where the inf is taken over H e M. 
Proof. Fix some He M and put /i = v + H. Then v <§ pi and hence there is 
a Radon-Nikodym density ci(x) of v with respect to p.. Then for appropriate version 
of densities we may write 
pjx) = d(x). p(x) and q„(x) = d(x) . q(x) 
having pjx) positive iff p(x) is positive. 
Then for any e e [0, 1] and x0 e S£ we have 
' (1 - fi) PJXQ) > qjxo) 
and finally 
(1 - e) pjxo) + s hjxo) > qjx0) , 
i.e. S£ <=. Ss(h^). According to Lemma 1 we may write 
|(1 - s) P + sH - Q|| = k ( M {(1 -
 fi) Pfc) + fi *,(*) - *,(*)} dJ" = 
= k {(1 - fi) Pn(*) - *,(*)} d/i - k {(1 ~ «) *(*) - flW} dv • 
Due to Lemma 2 we may find H£ e ^ v such that h
s
v(x) = 0 for x e S£. Then we have 
k ( 0 - e) K*) ~ *(*)} d v = k {(1 - s) P(x) + s h%x) - q(x)} dv = 
= k(fcM {(1 - e) P(x) + fi **",(*) - q(x)} dv = ||(1 - s) P + sHE - Q\\ . 
(Last but one equality holds due to S£ ^ SB(K)) So we obtain also 
k {(1 - e) ?(x) - <?(x)} dv ^ inf ||(l - e)P + eH - Q|| . Q 
// 
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Lemma 4. For any s e [0, 1] denote by <5(e) the integral 
fSc { ( l - e ) X * ) - < / ( * ) } dv 
and put D = {(e, 5(s)), e e [0, 1]}. Then D is closed and hence the min w(s, 5), where 
min is taken over (e, <5) e D, exists. (£,<5) 
Proof. Let us have any sequence {e„, <5„}*=1 <= D which converges to a point 
(e0, <50). It implies that 
lim e„ = e0 and lim <5„ = <50 . 
n-»co ?i->co 
Since on the other hand 
-q(x) ^ {(1 - e) p(x) - q(x)} .ISe(x) ^ p(x) for all 0 < e < 1 , 
the Lebesgue convergence theorem gives 
l i m k n {(! ~
 e«) P(x) ~ q(x)} dv = JSEO {(1 - e0) p(x) - q(x)} dv , 
H-»CO 
i.e. 
^o = k 0 {(1 ~ %) P(x) - q(x)} dv = <5(e0) 
and it says that (e0, d0) 6 0 . D 
Definition 2. For Q, P e M and a regular weight function w a pair (e, <5) e [0, l ] 2 
such that 
(1) (s, <5) = arg min w(x, y) 
over the set 
(2) {inf ||(1 - s) P + sH - Q|| = <5 ; (e, <5) e [0, l ] 2 } , 
H 
the inf is over all H e M, will be called the contamination level of Q with respect 
to P and denoted by (eg)P, <5g P). 
Remark 1. Let us note that the definition of contamination level was inspired 
by the model of contaminacy with general neighbourhoods (which includes as 
a special case Huber's model of contaminacy) but the sense of SQ P is a little different 
from the parameter of Huber's model of contaminacy. For more details see Visek 
[3]. Moreover, it is clear that generally we may have a whole set of pairs satisfying 
Definition 2. Nevertheless it is clear that we are able to characterize (e^ P, SQP) 
in a more convenient way which enables us to show uniqueness of contamination 
level. We shall do it in the next section. Let us remind that due to Lemma 3 we have 
SQP = S(SQP) and the set over which the minimum is taken is the set D of Lemma 4. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION AND UNIQUENESS OF CONTAMINATION 
LEVEL 
Since in the rest of paper we shall assume the weight function to be fixed we shall 
omit the index w in SQ p and SQ P. Although Q and P were already fixed we shall write 
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sQtP and SQP with indexes because & and <5 will be used also for another purposes. 
It is clear from Lemma 3 and 4 that the following characterization theorem is true. 
Theorem 1. A pair (&*, S*) is equal to (sQtP, dQjP) iff 
(3) (e*, <5*) = arg min w(x, y) 
and 
(4) d* = ^{(l-s*)p(x)-q(x)}dv. 
Remark 2. Since the definition of eQ>P, SQP does not depend on the measure v 
with respect to which densities p and q are taken, the values of e* and <5* also do not 
depend on the chosen version p and q. A formal way showing this directly may be 
based on the idea used in the proof of Lemma 3. 
Remark 3. Notice that the existence of (&QtP, SQtP) was proved in Lemmas 2, 3 
and 4. 
Lemma 5. For any & e [0, 1] the function S(&) (see Lemma 4) has a continuous 
derivative 
(5) d'(&)=-$SEpdv 
(i.e. this derivative exists and is equal to the right-hand side of (5) — at the end 
points of the interval [0, 1] the derivative is meant from one side). Moreover, 
d'(&) is nondecreasing in & and hence d(&) is convex. 
Proof. Let &' > s, & e [0, l), &' e (0, 1]. Then 1 — &' < 1 — & and hence for any 
x e _v w e n a v e x e Se, i.e. Se> <= Se. Therefore 
SSE,[(1 - &') p - q]dv - JSE[(1 - &) p - q]dv = 
= - ( £ ' ~ e) k P d v - Ssc-sc> [(1 - s)p - q]dv S - ( - ' - e) JSe, p dv 
and finally 
r d(&') - 3(e) , f . lim sup —^̂  ^v— ^ — JSE p dv . 
e'-*e+ & — £ 
On the other hand 
- (£' - s) U*' P d v - k - s 6 ' {(- - s)p - q}dv = 
= -{< ~ s) k ' P d v - k-se> {(1 - «) jp - (1 - s') p} dv =-(&'- &) JSe p dv 
and hence 
liminf * l ^ - i & ) ^ - J S e P d v . 
Similarly 
r d(s')-S(&) f 
Inn _ ^ w = - JSe p dv . 
e'-*B- & — e 
Continuity of the derivative follows from regularity of the probability measure. 
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Monotonicity of the derivative is implied by monotonicity of the sets SE which was 
shown above. • 
Theorem 2. The pair (eQ;P, 8Q>P) is given uniquely. 
Proof. Let us assume that P 4= Q and that there are two pairs satisfying (l) and 
(2), say (els 8X) and (s2,S2). Without any restriction on generality let us assume 
gj < e2 — due to Theorem 1 we know that it is not possible to have simultaneously 
sx = e2 and 8X 4= <52. Similarly for sx + e2 we have, under assumption P # Q, 
Kei) + K£2)- But then we have 
5t = 8(st) , 1 = 1,2 
and 
w(su 8X) = w(s2, 82) . 
Due to Lemma 5 we know that the limits of <5(e) for s tending to zero from right 
and to one from left exist and surely 
(6) lim <5(e) £ 1 and lim 8(e) = 0 . 
£-»0+ e - » l -
Together with convexity of 8(s) it implies that there are x0 e (0, 1] and y0 e (0, 1] 
such that the line going through the points (0, y0) and (x0, 0) contains also the points 
(el9 8X) and (e2, <52). Applying requirement (i) of Definition 1 we may find a point 
(e3, <53) of this line such that 
w(e3, <53) < w(Xx0, (1 — X) y0) for all X e (0, 1) 
with exception of X = e3/x0. It is easy to see that 
sx < e3 < e2 and <52 < <53 < 8X , 
i.e. the point (e3, <53) is an inner point of the abscissa with the end points (el5 8X) 
and (e2, <52) since the opposite would distort convexity assumption in (i) of Definition 
1. Now let us find an intersection of the line going through the origin and the 
point (e3, <53) with the curve {(e, 8(s): s e [0, 1]} and denote it (e4, <54). Then we 
have — see (ii) of Definition 1 -
(7) w(e4, <5(e4)) = vv(e4, <54) ^ w(e3, <53) < w(sx, 8X) = vv(e2, 82) . 
But at the start of the proof we have assumed that w(el5 8X) and w(e2, <52) represent 
minimum of the function w(s, 8(s)) which contradicts with (7). 
To finish the proof let us assume that P = Q. Then we have for any e e [0, 1] 
inf |(1 -s)P + sH - Q\\ = ||(1 -s)P + sP - Ql=0, 
H 
where the inf is taken over H e M. 
But taking into account Definition 1 a straightforward implication yields the fact 
that the function w(e, 0) is strictly increasing in e and hence 
arg min w(e, 0) = (0, 0) . • 
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5. ESTIMATION OF CONTAMINATION LEVEL 
The characterizing theorem for contamination level parameters gives us a hint 
for estimation of them. Since p is known (it is chosen by a statistician as a model 
by which he or she would like to explain data allowing an "inaccuracy", in the form 
of contamination) it seems that if we estimate q (q is unknown "true" density which 
generated data) by a density estimator $ we may use (3) and (4) (in (4) we substitute 
q for q) to establish a pair (tQ>P, SQ>P) which we hope may serve as an estimator 
of (sQtp, $Q,P)- Hence we need to introduce some additional notation necessary for 
density estimation. Let us restrict ourselves in the rest of paper on & = R and 
s/ =- 3 (cr-algebra of Borel sets). 
Let {xfc(ft))}£°= 1 be a sequence of random variables (r.v.'s) (defined on a prob-
ability space (Q, <$, Pr), Xk: Q -> R) which are independent and identically distributed 
according to a distribution function Q which corresponds to the above fixed prob-
ability measure Q with q vanishing outside an interval (c, d) (c and d may be in-
finite). Further, let \p = {ifrjx, y)}%L i be a sequence of functions defined on an 
interval (a, b)2 with — o o ^ a < c < c i = / 3 ^ o o . (We may define \j/„(x, y) = 0 
outside (a, b)2 — hence let us assume that (a, b) = R.) Put 
V„ = sup sup ijj„(x, y) . 
xeR yeR 
Finally, let us denote for any v e R and co e Q by Q„(y, co) the empirical distribution 
function corresponding to the first n r.v.'s Xt(co), X2(co),..., X„(co), i.e. 
n 
Q„(y,co) = \\n S V , ^ , } , 
k=\ 
where IA is the indicator of a set A. Then by a density estimator #„ of the density q 
we shall understand 
n 
(8) qn(x, co) = ty„(x, y) dQ„(y, co) = ljn £ xj,n(x, Xk(co)) 
fe=i 
(see [1]). Moreover for any P* e 0>x let us denote by 
nP*(n) = sup \EP*q„(x, co) — p*(x)\ . 
xeR 
As the next assertions will refer to Q00 (or P00) we shall write #„(x, x) instead of 
4„(x, co) where x = {Xl(co),X2(co)t...}. In what follows we shall need a result 
obtained by Csorgd and Revesz: 
Theorem 3 ([1], Theorem 6.21). Let Qn(x, x) be the estimator of density q and 
for any xeR 
lim \i/,„(x, y)\ {Q(y) . log ( - log Q(y))}1/2 = 0 
y -> - oo 
and 




l/2(\og b g n ) - - / - ) 
and 
%Q(n) = o(l) . 
Then 
(9) lim sup |q\,(x, x) - q(x)\ = 0 a.s. Q°° . 
Definition 3. We shall say that {p„(x)}*= t is a monotone quantile sequence of 
order r if: 
(10) sup \pn(x) - p(x)\ = o(n~
r) 
xeR 
and for any neN and x e R either 
0^p„W^„+ 1(x)^(x) 
or 
;>(x) ^ JP„+I(X) = />„(x) together with Jpi(x) dv < 00 . 
Theorem 2'. Let {pn(x)}n
a
=l be a monotone quantile sequence of order O. Define 
for any neN and x e R°° &QP(n, x) and £G,P(n, x) as a solution of 
(s, 5) = arg min w(x, y) 
and 
<$ = k(»,x){(1 ~ e) A,(x) - qn(x, x)} dv 
where S£(n, x) = {x G R: (l - s) p„(x) > qn(x, x)}. Then the pair (tQtP(n, x), 
BQP(nt x)) is given uniquely. 
The p roof of the theorem may be carried out along the same lines as of Theorem 2 
with the help of lemma: 
Lemma 5'. Under assumption of Theorem 2' fix some e 6 [0 ,1] , n e N and x e R°° 
and put 
(11) S(s, n, x) = JSe(n>x) {(1 - e) p„(x) - qn(x, x)} dv . 
Then 5(s, n, x) has a continuous derivative (with respect to s) 
(t2) , d'(s> n,x)= - JS6(n>x) pn(x) dv 
(this again means that the derivative exists and is equal to the right-hand side of 
(12) — at the end points the derivative is understood from one side). Moreover 
5'(s, n, x) is nondecreasing and hence 8(s, n, x) is (for fixed n e N and x e R°°) 
a convex function of s e [0, 1]. 
Proof. Let us look at the proof of Lemma 5. What is important in this proof 
is the monotonicity of SE in s and integrability of p and q. Since pn(x) is integrable 
by Definition 3 as well as #„(for any fixed xe R00 and neN) and S£(n, x) is also monotone 
in e (again for fixed neN and x e R00) the proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5. 
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Theorem 4. Under the assumption of Theorem 2' and Theorem 3 the pair (gQ p(n, x), 
<3Q>P(n, x)) is a (strongly) consistent (with respect to Q
00) estimator of (sQ P , SQP). 
Proof. One may verify that for 5(e, n, x) introduced in (11) we have 
(13) |<5(e, n, x) - S(e)\ = 
- Ik(»,x) {(1 - e) Pn(x) - Ux> x)} dv - k ( ( l - «) P(x) - «(*)} dv| = 
= k(»,x)nsE |(1 ~ c) (P-W - *>(*)) + g(x) - qn(x, x)| dv + 
+ k(»,x)r.Sec {(1 - «) P„M - Qn(
x> X ) } d v + 
+ k«(»,x)ns, {(1 - e) P W - g(x)} dv . 
Now let B e R°° be a set such that 
Q°°(BC) = 0 
and for any x e B the relation (9) is fulfilled. Let x0 e B and x e Se(n, x0) n S
c (for 
some fixed e e [0,1] and ne N). Then we have 
q(x)-(l-e)p(x) = 0, 
hence 
0 = (1 - e) pn(x) - qn(x, x0) = (1 - e) (pn(x) - p(x)) + q(x) - qn(x, x0) 
and finally 
0 = k(»,x0)nSec {(1 -
 8) Pn(X) ~ UX> X0)} & < 
= k(».xo)nS£C {(1 - S) (Pn(x) ~ p(
x)) + ^(x) - qn(x, X0)} dv . 
Similar inequality can be obtained for the last integral in (13) and since 8 and n 
was arbitrary it implies that 
(14) \S(e, n, x0) - 5(8)| = 
= fl(l - 0 (pn(x) - p(x)) + q(x) - qn(x, x0)| dv < 
= {sup |p(x) - p(x)\ + sup |^„(x, x0) - q(x)\} v(R) , 
xeR xeR 
i.e. we have 
(15) 5(e, n, x0) -> <5(e) 
and due to the fact that the upper bound in (14) does not depend on s, the convergence 
is uniform in e e [0, 1] (for any fixed x0 e B). Let us assume that {(6Q)P(n, x0), 
^Q,p(n>xo)}n°=i does not converge to (sQ)P,<5QfP).Then there is a subsequence {nk}k=t 
of N such that 
£QtP(nk, x0) -> 8* =j= eQfP as k -> oo 
and due to uniform convergence in (15) also 
<WK> xo) = S(£Q>P(nk,
 xo)> nk> xo) -»• 5(e*) + 6QfP as fc -> oo , 
The fact that <5(e*) 4- «5Q>P follows from convexity of 5(e) and from (6). From Theorem 
2 we have for some T > 0 
(16) 0 < T < -w(eQ>P, 5Q>P) + w(e*, 8(e*)) . 
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Making use of the uniform continuity of w(x, y) on [0, l ] 2 we may find k0 e N 
such that for any k<= N, k > k0 we have 
(17) HsQ,p(nk> xo)> $Q,p(
nk> xo)) ~ w(s*> S(e*))\ < T/2 
and 
(18) \w(EQ,P> SQ,P) ~ W(SQ,P> 3(SQ,P> nk> xo))\ < T / 2 . 
But from (16), (17) and (18) it follows for any k > k0 
H&Q,p(nk> Xo)> §Q,p(nk> xo)) > HSQ,P> KSQ,P> n>xo)) 
which contradicts with definition of (&QtP(n, x0), SQyP(n, x0)). So we have tQtP(n, x0) -> 
-» eQiP and $Q>P(n, x0) -» dQtP as n -> oo, but it is nothing else then 
(%,p> <w) -* (SQ.P, <5Q,P) a.s. Q00 
since x0 e B was arbitrary. Q 
For a heavy tailed contamination we may offer an idea about the order of consis-
tency of the contamination level estimator. In what follows we would like to assume 
that the support of q is a subset of the support of p. From the practical point of 
view it seems to be a natural demand because the opposite would imply that we try 
to explain data by a density which — at least asymptotically — does not cover 
the range of them. 
Since on the other hand q = (1 — g) p + eh, the support of q cannot be a proper 
subset of support of p. So we assume that we guess the "explaining" density p just 
to "cover" all (possible) data. 
Definition 4. We shall say that Q is a heavy-tailed with respect to P if we have 
for the corresponding densities: 
,. q(x) q(x) 
hm -~~ = OD and hm ~-~ = oo , 
x-*c + p(x) x-+d- p(x) 
(i.e. the limits exist and have the required values. For the meaning of c and d see 
the beginning of Section 5.) 
Further we shall restrict, ourselves to kernel estimators of density, i.e. we shall 
assume that \j/Jx, y) = h~lX((x — y) h'1) for some density X and a real sequence 
{h„} which properties will be given in the next theorem. We shall need the following 
theorem of Csorgo and Revesz: 
Theorem 5 ([1], Theorem 6.2.5). Suppose that 
(i) q is vanishing outside the interval [0, 1], 
(ii) q is twice differentiate over (0, 1) and \q"\ ,<. C < oo, 
(hi) q is strictly positive on (0, 1), say q >. a > 0, 
(iv) X(x) <. C, 
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(v) X(-x) = X(x), 
(vi) lim x 4 X(x) = 0 , 
x-*<x> 
(vii) X is twice differentiate on an interval — oo ^ 




a < +a ^ oo , 
( ") 
nh„ log hn 







«-oo \_2A2 log hn
 i 
where A2 = f *«, P(x) dx. 
sup 
Л < x < 1 - A 
log/i; 1 
ЃЦX, x) - q(x) 
ťҢx) 
1 a.s. Q° 
To be able to apply the recalled theorem we have to consider c = 0 and d = 1 
which may seem at the first glance a little restricting. Due to assumption that the sup­
port of q is not larger than the support of p the remedy in many cases may be a 
transformation of data by means of 
z = FP(x) 
where E^ is the distribution function corresponding to the probability measure P 
(through the identity-random variable). 
Notice that due to the form of Definition 2 the values of sQfP and 8QtP do not 
depend on a transformation of random variable. 
Theorem 6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 and Assumptions (i) — (vii) of 
Theorem 5 be fulfilled. Put hn = h . n~
1/2 for some h > 0. Moreover let Q be heavy-
tailed with respect to P and for some T > 0, {/>,.}̂ °= i he a monotone quantile sequence 
of order — (\ — T). Having defined for any x 0 e (0, 1] and y0 e (0, 1] the function 
of X by 
w.vo,yoW = w(Xxo> (! - fy y0) 
let us assume that for the X0 — the point of the unique minimum of wxo >X0(X) (see 






0 < Л i < Л 2 < Л 0 
inf 
Л o < Л i < Л 2 < l 
я2 - я. 
> к 
> к X2 - X, 
for some K > 0. Then for any T > 0 
h,p ~ £Q,P| + I V ? - SQ,P\ = 0("~ ( 1 / 2 _ t )) a.s. Q» . 
Proof. Let B c [0, l]0 0 be a set such that Q°°(BC) = 0 and for any x e B the 
relation (9) and (19) are fulfilled. Let x0 e B. We shall prove that there is a A e (0, l) 
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and n0 e N such that for any e e [0, 1] and n e N, n >. n0 
Se u Se(n, x0) c ( 4 ,1 - A) . 
Taking into account that Q is heavy-tailed with respect to P we may for any Kt > i 
find a J such that for any x e [0, A] u [1 — A, 1] we have 
-7-7 > i - i -
p(x) 
Denote for any 0 < /i < a (see assumption (iii) of Theorem 5) by 
Ax = {x e [0, A] u [1 - J , 1]: p(x) < /?} 
and 
A2 = {x e [0, A] u [1 - J , 1]: p(x) ^ £} . 
Then for any x e Ax it holds 
q(x) — p(x) > a — P 
and for any x e A2 analogously 
q(x) - p(x) > (Kx - 1) p(x) >(Kl-l).p. 
Hence there is a y > 0 such that for any x e [0, A] u [ l — A, 1] 
q(x) - y > p(x) . 
It implies that SE c (A, 1 — J ) . Let us find n0e N such that for any ne N, n > n0 
sup |4„(x, x0) - q(x)| < y/2 and sup \pn(x) - p(x)| < y/2 . 
X6[0,l] ^6[0,1] 
But then for any x e [0, A] u [1 — A, 1] and n >. n0 
#„(*> xo) > .PnW , 
i.e. SE(n, x0) c (d, 1 — J ) , too. Now we may proceed step by step as in the proof 
of Theorem 4. We obtain 
(14') ]*(e, n, xo) - d(e)\ S 
S { sup \pn(x) - p(x)\ + sup |4„(x, xo) - q(x)|} v(R), 
x e ( ^ . l - J ) x e ( d , l - / l ) 
i.e. we have 
S(e, n,x0) - S(e) = o(n-
{ll2~l)) 
uniformly in e e [0, 1] (due to the fact that (14') does not depend on e). Making use 
of (20) and (21) one may finish the proof in a similar way as the proof of the Theorem 
4 was finished. Q 
Remark 4. The assumption of Theorem 6 may be considered to be rather restrictive, 
especially the assumption about the support of q not being out of interval [0, 1]. 
On the other hand since the values of eQtP, 8QP and tQtP and 3QtP do not depend 
on transformation of densities all of assumption of this kind are only of technical 
ones. Really, one may assume that data were transformed by an appropriate trans-
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formation then the values of tQtP and SQtP were evaluated having desired (and above 
proved) properties and since not depending on this transformation the value of 
£QjP and SQP are the same for the original data and hence have also the desired 
properties if calculated directly from the original data. 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The main result of the paper — consistency of the contamination level estimator — 
is an asymptotic one and hence to reach a practical applicability needs to perform 
some numerical study. Such a study should show how to choose "free" parameters, 
namely the monotone quantile sequence, the type of density estimator etc. Here 
we restrict ourselves only on presenting a few basic results to offer the reader a pos-
sibility to create an idea how the estimator really works. But we are aware that the 
issue needs deeper, more complex study which should recognize valuability (or 
invaluability) of contamination level estimation. 
For the just described study the kernel estimator was assumed in the form 
*/ \ - £ f (*-*02) 
Throughout the whole study successively the samples containing always 40 standard 
normal number were generated (i.e. n was fixed being equal to 40). Any time the 
normality was checked by means of the #2-test a n d the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
(75% — quantile for /2-test and 80% — quantile for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test 
were used) together with 80% confidence intervals for the mean and variance. The 
study was divided into three parts. At the first one the "optimal" width h„ of window 
was found. Since the contamination level estimator is based on the integration of the 
function (l — s) pn — $„ over the region of its positivity, as an "optimal" width 
of window was assumed such for which the integral 
3{f(x)-4(x,x)>0) [f\x) ~ %n\x> X)J " x 
(where f(x) is the standard normal density and x is the sample) was minimal. 50 
samples were generated and at each of them the optimal value of hn — the 
value minimizing the above given integral — was found. The mean of these 50 
values (equal to 2-13203) was used as the width of window in the next two steps 
of the study. The quantile p40 we have considered in the form const .f(x) and the 
goal of the second step was to find the "optimal" value of const. The framework was 
as follows. Again 50 samples was generated (and checked for normality) and con-
taminated in such a way that the 8 observations were multiplied by 3, i.e. we obtained 
50 samples from the mixture 
80% ̂ *(0,1) + 20%^(0 ,9 ) 










































































































































































































































































































(Tab. 1 contin.) 
Case 














41 0-0553 1-0466 2-8 6-4 0-070 0-098 0-02293b 0-083156 
42 - 0 - 0 6 2 0 0-7245 4-8 3-2 0-120 0070 0-024150 0-016618 
43 -0 -1806 1-0460 3-2 4-8 0-102 0-143 0005437 0-046194 
44 0-0430 1-1590 3-6 6-0 0-086 0-105 0-035179 0-076975 
45 - 0 - 0 4 0 8 1-1078 3-6 4-8 0-1C0 0-125 0-047953 0-089803 
46 0-0622 1-0244 3-2 6-0 0-081 0-106 0-029828 0-095459 
47 - 0 - 2 0 0 3 0-9477 6-4 8-4 0-152 0-196 0-041174 0-111036 
48 - 0 - 0 7 4 5 1-2449 4-4 6-8 0-116 0-141 0-064426 0-084307 
49 0-0134 0-7373 3-6 1-6 0-063 0-092 0-003920 0-022636 
50 0-0379 0-7970 2-0 1-2 0-065 0-067 0-000247 0-033998 
generated by the distributions J/"(0, 1) and^T(0, 9), respectively). Finally P = Px and 
w(x, y) = max [lOOOx - 1998j, lOOOy - 499x] 
were selected. It implies that the theoretical values of sQP and SQP are equal to 
0-0723 and 0-03615, respectively (see Definition 2). And now the values of const, 
was selected so that the mean values of sQP and oQ>P over the above mentioned 50 
contaminated samples were approximately equal to the theoretical values sQ>P and 
SQP, respectively. 
The corresponding value of const was 0-870. (The results produced for this value 
of const are presented in Table 1 which is included mainly for the farther purposes. 
In this table only sQ P was presented because the precision of evaluation of SQ P is such 
that we obtain always SQP = ^Q.P- ) 
This value 0-870 was used in the third, the last step of study. At this step for a few 
contamination levels the sets of 50 samples, contaminated in a corresponding way, 
(each again containing 40 "observations") were generated. In the following table 
the means over the above mentioned sets (for given values of contamination level) 
are presented (denoting them mean tQ>P and mean 5QtP, respectively). At its first 
column the percentage of contaminated units is given. It means that e.g. for the 
value 0-15 the samples from 85% J/(0, l) + 15% Jf (0, 9) were generated (again 
50 of such samples) by means of multiplying by 3 six units in every "pure" sample 
from JV(0, 1). The number of "contaminated" units, in this case six units, is given 
in the second column of Table 2. 
For this mixture (85% Jf{0, 1) + 15% Jf(0, 9)) the theoretical values of sQtP 
and 5Q>P are 0-05422 and 002711. Since the function w is strictly convex we obtain 

































for all samples, i.e. &QjP = 2§QtP. That is why in the following tables only values 
£QP and sQP — in fact mean value of sQP over mentioned 50 samples — are presented 
(the former in the third, the latter in the fourth column). To offer the idea how 
the estimator works for noncontaminated samples at the last column the means 
over 50 noncontaminated samples are given. 
As it follows from Table 1 in many cases values of x2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistics for contaminated samples were still under selected quantiles (9-037 for 
X2 and 0T655 for Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests — the opposite is true only for 12 
samples from 50). But looking on this situation from practical point of view we 
must admit that the suspicion that sample is contaminated would usually arise when 
the sample is rejected being normal at least by one of the above mentioned tests. 
Naturally, to describe the behaviour of an estimator of contamination level for this 
framework (i.e. when we restrict ourselves on that part of sampling space at which 
X2 or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics exceed some given level) would be much 












15% 6 0-08091 0-08701 0-03184 
17-5% 7 0-09439 0-97928 003489 
20% 8 0-10788 0-107403 0-03266 
22-5% 9 0-12136 0-11289 0-03081 
25% 10 0-13485 0-119484 0-02582 
study for such case (from the technical reasons the a of contaminating J/"{0, a2) 
distribution was chosen to be 9). The value of const chosen for this case was 0-865. 
Two conclusions follow from this table (together with Table 1): At first the mean 
values of tQP are not considerably better estimation of sQ,p then in the nonrestricted 
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case. Secondly, estimation of zero-contamination level is biased but stable. It may lead 
to two conjectures. Firstly, it is probably worthless to built up the theory for re-
stricted case. Secondly, may be that it would be possible to propose an adaptive 
estimator (with const adapting to the "true" contamination level) which would 
estimate better the contamination level. 
(Received February 16, 1988.) 
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